sensor contains different spectral filters arranged as a staircase-like structure covering rows of pixels. It has been proposed to be applied for line scanner with scanning function. As PDAs for spectrometers, a high sensitivity is to be achieved for a wide light waveband if each PD region contains a high transmittance optical layer corresponding to the pre-designated receiving light waveband. This concept has been proposed recently 11)~12) .
The shape of photodiode pixel of PDA is large rectangle in order to receive spectrum light from various optical configuration of spectrometers. However, the charge readout path is generally placed on the short side of the PD. This limits the signal readout speed. In order to improve the signal readout speed of the PDA with large rectangle PDs, PDAs with multiple transfer gates along the long side of PD have been developed 6) .
In this work, we demonstrate a 1024 pixel PDA for UV-VIS-NIR spectroscopy with high transmittance optical layers for multiply divided pixel groups for a high QE for UV-VIS-NIR waveband and multiple transfer gates along the long side of PD for a high readout speed.
In addition, the high concentration surface p + layer with steep dopant concentration profile was introduced to improve Si incident light sensitivity and stability to UVlight irradiation. The condition of dopant concentration of the surface p + layer to prevent sensitivity degradation due to deuterium lamp irradiation is also experimentally clarified in this paper. Here, pixel region is divided into several groups each contains multiple number of PDs. For each group, high transmittance optical layer is formed above PDs which is optimized toward the waveband to be received. Fig.3 shows the cross sectional viewgraph of a PD with a high transmittance optical layer. For the developed PDA, pixel region was divided into seven groups having a band pass filter type optical layer each with high transmittance toward the corresponding receiving light waveband.
PDA Design and Fabrication

Fig.4 shows the circuit block diagram of the developed
PDA. The pixel size is 25 µm H × 2500 µm V . This large PD height is beneficial to account for various types of spectrometers' optical configurations as well as to increase the FWC. Here a high FWC is advantageous for improving photon shot noise limited signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for absorption spectrometers that detect small changes of incident light levels due to absorption of target samples. For the PD, partially depleted buried pn junction was employed and the photo-generated charge is readout by charge amplifier placed outside the PDA chip. This PD structure is also beneficial to achieve a high FWC since the junction capacitance per unit area is larger in comparison to the fully depleted PD structure.
For the PDA with partially depleted PD structure, the signal readout speed tends to be limited by the RC delay of PD. Thus, placing multiple numbers of transfer gates along the long side of each PD is effective to improve the signal readout speed by decreasing the RC delay 6) . In this work, 18 transfer gates were placed along one of the long sides of each PD. and fabrication strategies were employed and they are summarized as below.
I. For materials of the optical layers above PDs, high integrity SiO 2 and small extinction coefficient SiN x were employed. These materials have long been utilized for image sensors and LSI, thus beneficial to maintain the process simplicity and long term reliability of the optical layers. The small extinction coefficient SiN X film which is transparent to UV-light waveband down to at least 200 nm was formed by plasma CVD process with optimized mixed gas flow rate and deposition pressure [13] [14] .
II. SiO 2 /Si interface formed by direct oxidation of Si
was applied for all the optical layer types to maintain the high quality interface 5) . This is beneficial to reduce an increment of fixed charges due to UV-light exposure stress, resulting in an improvement of performance stability for a long time use of PDAs.
III. The thickness of the top surface layers of all the optical layers as well as the first and the second layers of optical layer types 4~6 were designed to be the same. This enables to apply the same films for different groups resulting in a reduction of process-induced thickness variation, leading to a reduction of transmittance variation. Fig.6 shows the micrograph of the fabricated 1024 pixel PDA chip 12) . The die size is 28.6 mm H × 3.3 mm V .
Fabricated PDA Chip Performance
Light Sensitivity and Readout Speed
The multiple pixel groups with different optical layers are easily recognized by its outlook. For the comparison of QE performance, a PDA with 3.8 µm-thick uniform SiO 2 film above all of the pixel region was also fabricated. In addition, for the comparison of signal readout speed, a PDA with single transfer gate on a short side of each PD was also fabricated with the same pixel size and process conditions. 
Stability toward Deuterium Lamp
Irradiation
In this subsection, the dopant concentration condition to achieve high stability toward deuterium lamp irradiation is discussed. Regarding the PD technology Fig.12 (b) , the obtained results under two stress light irradiation angles of 0°( perpendicular to PDA surface) and 17°(tilted toward transfer gate) are shown. Here, for the spectrometer usage, light irradiation angles on PDA are not always 0°.
Since the surface high concentration p + layer is not formed near the end of the transfer gate side, tilted irradiation angle condition is expected to be severer for the developed PDA. Fig.12 shows that the degradations of QE and dark current were very small for the all applied stress conditions due to the introduced PD junction technology. The high stability of both QE and dark current were achieved for the developed PDA. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a high QE and high readout speed 1024 pixel UV-VIS-NIR waveband PDA with high transmittance optical layers for multiply divided pixel groups and multiple transfer gates along the long side of PD was designed, fabricated and evaluated. The very high average QE of 70 % for 200-800 nm and 80 % for 200-320 nm wavebands were successfully obtained. A high FWC of over 70 pC and a high line scan period of 0.33 msec were achieved simultaneously. In addition, it was clarified that the surface dopant concentration must be higher than 10 19 cm -3 in order to achieve high stability toward deuterium lamp irradiation. The high stabilities of sensitivity and dark current of the fabricated PDA toward deuterium lamp irradiation were successfully confirmed. The developed PDA is promising for performance improvement of UV-VIS-NIR spectrometers. Furthermore, the developed optical layer formation technology is expected to be useful for developments of various types of spectral image sensors. 
